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Op, n ational Color

Since the Impressiorrists, color tltet-,ries have obsessetl the
rrrodern artist. Here a young critic exarnines
lrow today's painters are trying tn orcler this elusive quality

Alrhough color has bccrr freed from the reprcsentation oi
ideas and natural al)l)earances {or 50 years, it remains
associa,ted with certain feelings. A decade ago John Ferren
rvrote, "I use color as an emotional etlLrivalent. It must do
many other technical things in a picture btrt its esselrtial
role is afiective or psychological. When color is decorative,
descriptive, or syml:olical of somcthing else. the Virgin's
blue dress, etc., it is not color. It is color, not lshen it
serves, but when it is."' Since Ferren rvrote, the "many
other technical things in a picture" have come out of the
background and into the {oreground, and the use o{ color
as an emotional equiuulent, in a tradition Iormulated by
Goethe, has yielded to the use of oolor as a concomitant
of operations, in a tradition derived from Newton,

!'erren wrote, "I am interested in a conoept o{ painting
which is technically exacting, disciplined (this doesn't mean
a clean edge), and gives a Ireedom to tlle functioning ofthe
whole man." The relation between clean edges and ihe
representation oI emotion is that clean edges represen! a
technical operation felt to be inconsistent with the ambi-
guities and overlappings of emotions. If we extrapolate from
Ferren's theory, we approach a mystical attitude toward
color such as that of Rudolph Steiner, who felt that "colour
is a spiritual being, and that we are therefore in a way
imprisoning this spiritual being i{ we merely Iay a colour
b€tween outlines in a preconceived partern, or according
to any already thought.otrt plan or design."' This equation
of color with spirit can deteriorate into an intellectual and
emotional shapelessness, Such imprecision was explicitly
damned by Blake, who complained about Rubens' "Swell'd
limbs, with no outline that you can descry," and who,
concerned with precise spiritual operations, emphasized
sober outlines: "Ghiotto's circle and Appeles Iine/ Were
not the work of Sketchers drunk with wine." Thus hard
edges and flat colors do not, as the example of Blake
shows, exclude emotion; they make possibie the expression
of a difierent range of {eelings.

The dominant painting and sculpture of rhis decade uses
abstract acts and operations which it sharcs rvith industry,
technology and science. Art is being defined operationally
as what artists do, or what people use as art, and opera'
tions, which can be described as hard-edge acts, are as
immediately apprehended in most ol this art as are shapes
and colors.. Against this background of operational ail,
color has an uncertain status b€cause it cannot be defined
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r.rllcrationully. if an operational definition is a defilition "in
terrtrs ol rnetltod of tneasurernent."' The Cotrtnrittcc on
Colorirnetry oI the Optit:al Sor:iety of .\rnerica defines
t:olor: "Color oonsists r-rf the characterisl.ics r.r{ light other
than spatial and temporal inhonrogeneities; iight being that
aspect of radiant energy of which a human observer is
uware through the visual sensaLions which arise Irorn the
stimulation oI the retina oI the eye." White can be defined.
"Color name, most usually applied to opaque^ highly reflect-
ing. difiusing objects." BIack is "most usually applied to
opaque. highly absorbing objects"' Purple is a "nonspectral
hue, intermediate between red and blue." Given these psycho-
physical definitions of light and color, a blind lrerson who
speaks English should understand how oolors work, Iired'
erick Ferr6 proposed an experiment: "Search oul an
intelligent person who has been blind from birth. Put to
him the question: 'Can red and blue occur simultaneously
in the same part of one's visual field?' . if he knows
how to use the English language properly, he will be likely
to give the right answer,"' Professor Gilbert Ryle attempted
this experiment &nd reports that "he obtained negative re'
sul,ts." Thus when color is deflned operationally in terms of
methods oI measurement, end when it is defined in terms of
the rules of language, although both definitions could be
understood by a blind person, color remains an undefned
mental event. 'fhe reason is that light is physical and mea'
surable, but color is not. All paintings are grey in the dark.

O{ course color can be used in operations such as

chemical tests, mapping, color coding, but 'the particular
color is accidental. A technical operation like manufactur'
ing automobiles has no inherent color, witness Henry Ford's
willingness to manufacture a car in any color, as long as

i,t was black. Although an inevitable and essential color
does no! emerge from operations as the color inherent in
the operatiou, color can be introduced into an operational
environment because it will soothe or stimulate, hasten or
retard, cerlain operations' "Blue, Ior example, has been
reported by some observers to decrease glandular activity
in humans, even to the poin,t of interfering with the healing
of wounds, and to retard the development of certain plants""
These ellects and uses of color seem esthetically trivial, how'
ever, with few obvious implications for operational art.

'One result oI the dissociation between color and opera'
ti6rrs has been an altack on painting as a genre in spite
of the cleanest colors and hardest edges. Robert Morris
criticizes painting as a mode for ."inherent illusionism,
ambiguity, non-actual elusiveness, and indeterminate al-
lusiveness." Morris finds color non'tactile, and therelore
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inconsistent u'ith the "physical nature of a sculpture.', o

The color in his own work is the color of the materials as
they emerge from industrial processes, and most of his work,
when it is painted, is painted what might be called, opera-
tional grey. A similar grey appears in some work by Jasper
Johns; Jshn Cage identifies this as part of a "grey disin-
terest," suggesting a protective noncoloration that resists the
imputations oI feelings, Robert Rauschenberg has performed
a happening that is almost entirely grey, and in painting
grisaille is enjoying an unusual reyival. Machines, which are
definable only in terms of operations, are usually operational
grey, because mechanical operations do not have implica-
tions for one color rather rhan another, The very emphasis
on nrachines as art is part of the attack on painting.

Painting has been attacked before, o{ course, and espe.
cially in the pre-Romantic period that anticipates in many
ways the problems of a period that aspires to be post-
Romantic. In about 1766 Lessing wrote, "Might I not ask i{
it would not haye been better lor the art of oil painting
neyer to have been invented?'o? Lessing found no ideal color,
and found color less than ideal, because color ohanged from
morning tq night, and from near and far, There could be
ideal forms in sculptures, and drawings, which emphasized
the outline and extension o{ figures. And at the same time
there was arising a taste for Greek vases and early fresco
painting, a taste for art in whieh an emphasis on a tactile
surface prevented deceptive illusions. While rhis distrust of
color on a flat surface can lead to the lukewarm Neo-Clas-
sicism of Wedgwood, the definition oI color as transitory
and indefrnite clarified its uses for those who were prepared
to commit themselves to the transitory and indefnite. So
Turner's commitment to color is in the spirit of his being
Iashed to a mast to observe a storm at sea, and of completing
a painting after it had already been hung in the saloa. The
modern attack on painting aud on color might similarly
reveal or clarify the hidden strengths.

II art is to use operations, and if color is not operational,
how can color achieve its satis{actions? There are several
solutions being tried. Some artists accept the scientific de-
scription of color, and in efiect guote the spectrum or a color
rvheel, some seriously, and some ironically. In these works,
the experience of color and the experience of a theory of
color work together, so that the color:s, which have been
worked on try theory, feel operational. In a similar mood,
the peculiar tints of color photography and color television
have been used as a source of colors whioh are tinged with
the operational. The influence of industrial processes on
painting has occurred before, notably when experiments in
color necessary for standardized manu{acture of rugs at the
Gobelin rug factory were reflected in Impressionist theory
and practice. Operational art is likely to stay away from
the emotional resonance of earth colors and to tend toward
flat industrial finishes or glossy spray paints. The feeling
that the color is synthetic, the result of chemical operations,
justifies its presence on operational shapes.

But the emotional use of color is not entirely precluded
in operational art, for while an operation might even be
defined as an act uncomplicated by emotions, there are emo-
tions accompanying the performance or apprehension of
operatiors. Adding 2 plus 2, or ruling a lire, or magnifying
an image, is not a trlue or a red operation, but it might be
possible to find the color of the feelings that accompany
such operations. Sven Lukin paints rectilirear areas grey
or pale blue, and curvilinear areas in bright yellows and
reds, suggesting an association of straight and scJuare rflith

grey, ol round or curved with bright colors. In one work, a
square box of grey seems to have fallen open, and out pour
both curves and bright colors.

The survival of color in painting has depended, Rot on
using colors associated with industry, or on illustrating theo-
ries o{ color, or on finding the colors to express the feelings
aceompanying operations, but on a shi{t in the u.se of color.
This shift, ryhile it does not make ,color operational, purs
painting an equal distance from the. non-operational, and
helps painting to express something o{ what operatioaal art
expresses. Traditionally the work of art has been examined
for an apparent necessity of internal relations, on the anal-
ogy of an organic whole of interdependenr pa.rrs. Ideally, a
part could not be altered without altering the whole. But
these metaphors o{ organic necessity are now replaced with
a feeling ol possibility- Operations in art pertain to opening
and extending possible combinations. Color creates a {eeling
of possibility, not when colors add together to form an illu-
sion of necessity, as when a red and yellow add up to and
balance wifh an orange. but when relations between colors
are merely possible. When color is felt to be possible-when
it is felt that it could have been otherwise, or that it still
might be otherwise-then color does not illustrate sentimen-
tal or dramatic relationships, and color is to the feeling o{
possibility as operations are to that {eeling. Thus color and
operations, which can be in conflict, can also converge in
an art of the possible.

'Ihere has been some difficulty recently in discussing the
satisfactions of color, taken to be peculiar to painting, and
the satisfactions of shape, taken to be peculiar to sculpture.
The difficulties of shape as such and of color as such derive
from the fact that shape is perceived with color, and color
with shape. In the attempt to define and to difierentiate a
medium, it is useful to think o{ the medium less irt ,erms of
physical properties or materials, than in terms of a set o{
operations. Then if painting is to be isolated, we can look
for the operation which is peculiar to it, rather than to
color. I{ an operation.is difierentiated which is the most rudi-
meotary operation in painting, then painting might be re-
stored to its first radical essence-

Relations between color and operations have been studied
since Cubism rvith its subdued colors. Some of the clearest
studies appear in lVlarcel Duchamp's nores for The Britle
Stripped Bare by her Bachelors, Euen. One of the solutions
Duchamp hit upon as he abstracted the acts of love into the
operations of love is "provisional color," The malic {orms are
";rrovisionally painted with red lead while uaiting for eaeh
one to receive its color, like croquet mallets."s The red lead,
with its suggestion of underpainting and preparatory opera-
tion, is appropriate to the "bachelor operations." This use
oI color is literary and associative, perhaps, but the asso-
ciadons are with the painterly operation of preparing a
surface {or emotional coloring.

Duchamp's major solution is an attempt to reconcile color
as an experience and color as a manifestation oI light, He
was speculating on the light that each substance might have,
in relation to its color, and wanted the color to suggest a
source of light in the material itself: "The apparent color
of each part is the source o{ visibility in color o{ that part
. . ."s By working in glass, Duchamp found one solution Ior
the relation o{ color to light, for the color of the glass de-
pends on the light, and on the colors of the objects behind
the glass, The color of the glass is the color o{ the light, and
the relation of these colors will always lre possible, not nec-
essary. Thus the provisional color of the malic molds, and
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orurry photographs throughout) aad in the clay sculptures
:1 rll $*. and sryles, {rom rustie "oti", to ,our" Ionian.The Ath"rirn black and red figured ,*""" -J" most e$ec-tive illustratious, alt&ough the caption reyerses *" t""t niqol(fig. 62) in sieaking o{ a large }rarer with spirited battlescene, and in oae instance (fig. l2a) Ileratles is made to
:aptuxe Meleagon's Celydonian boar rather tlan his ownbeast from Mouat Erymanthos in Arcafia-

Greek Sicily is so well presented in the Grifio-von Matttrook as a distinct cultural aud Listorical entiry that it issatis{ying to find a bibliographic commerrarF set fiorth onthe last few pages. More has and will be said L other e".ry"about this phase of ltalian art, but it can hardly be prt-
sented in better fashion.

Operational C.olor
Coatinued lrom page 45
the changing eolors seea through &e glass, botl suggest
{e slme possibihty which is tUe feeU"f of ih" op"r"Ilrr..The Large Glass in rnarry $ays anticipates an art .which
uses hard-edge shapes, relations between colors which aremerely possible, and the kind of abstract, hard-edge mental
act f have.called an operation.
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that "tbe color-effect o{ the w}ole will be ihe appearance of
lnatter having a source of light in its molecular constmction.,,I}e efect he sought is described as part oI a scientifie oyrera.
rion iy Henry Margenau: .On heating a large lrody it is founrlto glow, not with unilorm incandescence, but wirlr pointlike
Iuminous spurts of difierent colors. As lhe temperature is
raised, the bluer ones begin to predominate at the expense
of the redder scintillations . . . A small object (a single atom).
too, may be sutrjected to heat treahent and become self.
Iuminous . - . No rule governs t_he details of the color sequence,
yet in the long run the frequency oI the individual color.obeys
the laws of quanturn theory.,' Open yistas (Nen, Haven, 196l)-
p. 177.

Efitorial
Continued from page 27
the case of the ex-Ryan Collecrion-Renoir, Pont'des Arts,
which was boirght by Norton Simon lor the surprising price
oI $1,550,000 ]ast October. A similar, but most experts be.
Iieve better. Renoir, of similar subject and size, formerly
in the Marshall Field Collection, had been sold through a
dealer about 18 months before for some $900,000 to Mrs.
Mellon Bruce. Expectariorns were that due to inflation the
Rynn picture could possibly fetch a million. But humaa
motives upset all predictions and Iaws of supply and de-
mand. Aristotle Onassis decided to buy the painting as a
wedding gift for his new bride and, beiug preoccupied with
marriage arrangemerts on the aight of October 9, IeftFiltutron
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